
Professor Carla Fasano of the (Jniversity of Woolongorlg opening the
Micros PIus Conference

MICROS PLUS: A
Conference on the

educational implications
of connecting tools and

devices to microcomputers

The Micros Plus international working
conf erence was organised under the
auspices of IFIP, the International Federation
for Information Processing, in particular its
'Iechnical Committee on Education (TC-3),
and was two years from inception to
completion. IFIP has over the past 25 years
organized many such working conferences
and achieved wide dissemination of the
latest thinking in computing internationally
through publication of the proceedings.

The conferences have been hosted by
various countries around the world, but this
is the first time Australia has hosted an IFIP
working conference"

This conference was held at Wollongong
University in Australia, August , 1986.
Approximately 40 people lived in residence
for 3 days to work on the papers presented
by 2A speakers from around the world. An
active exchange of views was encouraged
through the use of f our conference
"reflectors". Their task was to react to each
set of papers, to tease out the educational
implications of the application, and to fuel
the debate with intellectual sparks from their
own perspectives.

The papers in this issue of the journal by
Sandra Wills, Mike Tibbetts and Doug Piper
are samples of the wide rang€ of papers
presented.
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Dr. Bitl TuSg at the Micros PIus International Working Conference

MICROS PLUS PEOPLE
Sandra Wills

In one sense the conf.erence title, "Micros

Plus", sets up an equation:
MICROS + WHAT? _ EDUCATION

The equation is explored in various ways,

the rnajor focus being on hardware:
MICROS + "TOOLS & DEVICES"

* EDUCATION
where "TOOLS & DEVICES" could be any

cornbination from the set of:

graphics tablet breathing apparatus

biofeedback science laboratory
device
sensor & switch
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The microcomputer, frorn its humble

beginnings a few short years ago as a

processor and screen for programming
hobbyists, has rapidly expanded into the

learning environment as a fully-fiedged part

of the information technology revolution,
accompanied by a range of devices and

software that are now considered essential.

The power of the microcomputer to serve

education is often greatly enhanced by the

special purpose devices that can be

interfaced to and controlled by it. This is

particulariy so in catering for individuals with

special needs. Under computer control,

these tools and devices enlarge not only the

range of applications of microcomputers in
education but also the range of users,

enabling access to computer power for many

who previously had no access.

This expanded role for the
microcomputer, parallels a move away from
teaching ABOUT computers towards

teaching WITH computers; away from the

COMPUTING TEACHER towards the
COMPUTER-USING TEACHER. ThC

microcomputer has declined as a subject of
study in its own right and has become an

important tool in the teaching and learning
process.

The range of devices and applications is

important. However, even more important
are the implications arising from the

integration of this equipment into education.
We can explore the above Micros Plus

eqr.lation from the perspective:

MICROS + "TOOLS & DEVICES"
_ WHAT KIND OF EDUCATION?

Every application of technology has an

implication. Every appiication refiects the
particular educational philosophy or
woridview of its designer and it is not always

one shared bv all in the education
community.

In reading confereRce papers we must

keep in mind that there are dangers in

turtle
robot
Lego
videodisc
videotape
CD Rom
puppet
mouse
joystick
light pen

digitizer
button box
concept keyboard
organ keyboard
rnusic synthesiser
speech input/output
touch screen
photonic wand
modern
force platform
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generalizing from innovative projects, Can
the enthusiasm of the innovator be translated

into every duy educational practice? How
can we extract and maintain the essence of
the experimental situation in the real world
practical situation? Or as James Steele asks,

"What are the barriers to effective use at the
delivery end? To what extent is the success

of the application dependent on the cultural
and sociological views of the innovator, and
is it then translatable across a wide range of

users with perhaps contradictory views?"

It was Squires who noted at the
conference that often in educational
innovation, the content of the innovation is

picked up, but not the process.

Hence the innportance of teacher
education. It is not simply a matter of

technological change and learning about the

hardware. Rather it is a matter of educational

change and learning about choices made
possible by the use of the hardware. It is not

technology, but technique.

As with rnost applications of technology
there are choices in the way it can be used.

Unfortunately new applications are often

used to support traditional practices and

structures or as Papert said: "We use bright

new gadgets to teach the same old stuff in
thinly disguised versions of the same old

way".

If we truly wish to foster educational

change then it is not the technology we need

to support but the people who make choices

in using it. Our equation then becomes:
MICROS+TOOLS+PEOPLE
- WHAT KIND OF EDUCATION?

People, not computers, are the agents of

change. It is the way people use tl-re

technology that will determine what kind of

education is provided to learners.
Sandra Wills is Australia's elected member of the
International Federation for Information
ProcessinT \FIP) and its Tbchnical Committee on
Education (TC - 3). As a member of TC - 3
Sandra chaired the IFIP International Programme
Committee that was responsible, along with invited
speakers, refiectors, participants, sponsors, and the

organising committee, f or the Micros Plus
international working conference.

Steve Ocko (U.S.A ) demonstrates a micro plus Lego/Logo system to Jan
Kornweibel (W.A.) and Bill TaSg (U.K )
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